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Dear Friends,

It continues to be a privilege to serve such an amazing group of family 
businesses as the IFB membership, and the passion and commitment at 
the heart of our family business community never cease to amaze me. 

That is why I would like to begin by thanking all our members for your 
ongoing support. I would also like to thank those in the wider family 
business community who support what we do, and the IFB team for their 
tireless work.

With an ever-changing family business world, we recognise that your needs 
change too. As an organisation, we continue to evolve to always provide you 
with what is most relevant to your family business. This is reflected in our 
growing membership and ever greater member engagement at our events 
and with our advocacy activities.

At the heart of the IFB, how we operate and our family business community 
are openness and dynamism, with a sense of trust and being part of a group 
that has much in common. Sharing and learning together are both the 
pillar and the strength of the IFB.

This is why we will continue to provide a place where you can connect, 
share, learn and prepare for the future.

Kind regards,

Elizabeth Bagger
IFB Executive Director

 Future
 Shaping our
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
We were appointed by the 
Government to be part of the 
industry group responsible for 
drafting the Wates Corporate 
Governance Principles for large 
private companies.

 Highlights   
MEDIA
In August our Executive 
Director was on BBC Breakfast 
to talk about the growing 
contribution of family business 
to the UK economy and society. 

EVENTS
Participant numbers at our events 
across the country have increased 
by 86%.

NEW IFB CHAIRS
We appointed new Chairs for the 
East of England  (William Notcutt,  
Notcutts) and for Scotland (Iain 
Anderson, GAP Group). 

FAMILY BUSINESS DATA
The IFB Research Foundation 
published the Family Business 
Sector Report 2017/18, with 
new insights and data on UK 
family business.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
We held our flagship annual 
event in London, the IFB 
National Conference,  with 
record attendance.

AGM
We held our AGM at 
Canada House, with an  
interesting discussion  
about expanding 
business abroad.

RURAL BUSINESS
AWARDS
We partnered with the RBA to 
highlight the amazing work of family 
firms in rural communities.

CONNECTIONS
We connected more 
families than ever 
before with family 
firms and trusted 
experts.
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 How We Work

 Our Values   

The IFB was founded by a group of family business owners who 
wanted to connect to exchange knowledge and best practices, 
in order to help each other to overcome common challenges. It 
was 2001, and this was the beginning of a great journey for the UK 
family business community.

We have evolved throughout the years, but providing a space for 
family business members to talk freely and learn from each other 
has always remained at the core of how we work. Putting the 
needs of our members first is at the heart of everything we do.

OPENNESS
We create safe 
spaces for people 
to share their 
challenges and 
successes openly. 

INTEGRITY
We create a 
community based 
on honesty, trust 
and respect.  

CARE
We make sure all 
family members 
feel safe, respected, 
and cared for.

LEARNING
We help the whole 
family business 
community to 
pursue growth 
and learning.
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The IFB is the voice of UK family business. Over the past two years we have been working hard to 
increase our influence and to increase member engagement in our work. 

As well as directly influencing policy to ensure it supports the needs of family businesses, we are 
also working to raise awareness of the role family firms play in our economy and communities.

We look forward to building on our successes, with the ongoing support of our members.

We are actively involved in meetings, reviews and consultations
across Whitehall and Westminster, championing family business.

“

 Advocacy

Family businesses are often deeply rooted in our 
communities and in order to continue to grow, invest 

and create employment, we need a proactive champion. 
The advocacy activities of the IFB have in recent 

years moved the pendulum and informed ministers 
and Government departments of the enormous 

contribution made by our sector. This is good news for 
all family businesses – large and small. 

“
We secured recognition 
of the importance of 
Business Property Relief 
(BPR) and the Treasury’s 
commitment to it in the 
Government’s Patient 
Capital Review.

The IFB’s External 
Affairs & Policy Director 
Fiona Graham was 
appointed to the Business 
Department’s SME 
Advisory Board to act 
as a voice for family 
businesses in the heart 
of Government.

 Some of this year’s achievements
We were invited by the 
Secretary of State for 
Business to join 
the coalition drafting 
new corporate 
governance principles for 
private companies.

William Notcutt, Notcutts 
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There has been a lot of talk this year around the future of BPR. Whilst 
we received a commitment from the Treasury about their support for 
BPR in the 2017 Patient Capital Review, the independent Office for Tax 
Simplification is now reviewing Inheritance Tax. 

We are actively involved in that review. We continue to champion the 
role of BPR in successful business transfers. We firmly believe that this 
relief, in its current form, is crucial for family businesses to continue 
thriving for generations to come. We know that changes to it would hit 
investment, growth and employment. 

Since Prime Minister Theresa May took office, corporate governance 
has been a key part of her Government’s agenda, with a focus on private 
business. There were calls last year to introduce a compulsory corporate 
governance code for private businesses, which we strongly opposed. 

While failings in large private firms have been high profile, they are 
still rare. The burden a compulsory code would place on business 
would be disproportionate and stifle growth. Instead, we proposed 
the establishment of a set of principles aimed at helping to improve 
governance across all private businesses.

Those principles are now being developed and the IFB has played a 
central role  as a member of the Government-appointed Coalition led  
by James Wates CBE. 

Corporate Governance

 Business Property Relief (BPR)
 Spotlight 

Family businesses often don’t make enough noise 
about how important we are to the UK economy. That’s 

why the IFB’s advocacy is so important to the whole 
sector. The IFB makes sure our needs are understood 

by the Government, and that we get a fair deal and the 
recognition we deserve.

“
Richard Fuller, Fuller, Smith & Turner

“
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Connecting with other family businesses and learning from each other was the very 
reason the IFB was founded by a group of owners 17 years ago.

Every family business is different, but they also have a great deal in common. When 
joining our community, many families realise that they face similar challenges, and that 
talking to others can help them to solve them.

We are often contacted by family firms about issues and challenges they are facing. We 
are able to connect them with other family businesses, and trusted experts, who can 
support them.

This year we have successfully facilitated more connections than ever before, on a 
variety of subjects:

“The IFB has easily presented many new opportunities to connect with 
other family businesses. Whether this was for the purpose of sourcing 

investment opportunities or sharing the experiences of family 
succession planning, the IFB opened new doors to help meet the 

many challenges facing family businesses. Most family businesses 
I speak to recognise the IFB when I tell them that we are members, 
and our membership conveys a level of reputable professionalism 

and respect.

 Connections

Amer Al-Baho
Financial Advisory Services 

“

governance

next generation engagement

family constitution
succession

family office
family councils ownership philanthropyNEDs

remuneration

leadership

work experience

Getting in touch with us can help you solve important challenges
and make meaningful connections.



Because we know from our members how important it is to connect with      
other family businesses and learn from others’ experiences, we provide a 
trusted place where the family business community can share freely, without 
fear of judgment.

IFB events are designed to support family businesses in building the cultures 
and skills they need for long-term success. This is why at our events you will 
get the latest family business knowledge and hear from world-leading experts, 
exploring the topics that are most relevant to family business.

Some of our top events this year included: NED masterclass in collaboration 
with the FT NED Club, family business branding, succession planning and 
consolidating ownership.

This year we also launched a series of webinars to 
make useful content more easily accessible to our 
members. 

 Events

“Thanks to the IFB's inspirational events, the lovely people 
we've met and the advice we have been generously given, 

we have been able to move forward with our family 
governance structure.

“
Jane Lane, Westmorland 
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 National Conference
Our biggest event and the UK’s largest family business summit, the IFB National Conference 
conveys in one and a half days what the IFB community is all about. It is always inspiring to 
see family business owners and managers learning together and sharing their stories.  

This year we welcomed over 200 family business members and experts from across the UK, 
and the world, to explore family and corporate governance. 

We are proud to report that this has been the best attended conference of the past few years 
and showed the highest number of next generation delegates to date.

Keynote speakers included Antoine Mayaud (Association Familiale Mulliez), 
Jacqueline O’Donovan (O’Donovan Waste Disposal) and Sir Michael Bibby (Bibby Line).

 Simply the event for any business family 
wanting to develop, learn and share from 
the experiences, and mistakes, of others. 
I attend with non-family members as we 
professionalise our Board. Preparation 
for my presentation this year created new 
contacts and multiple insights: this has 
already impacted our business. 

Thomas Martin, ARCO 

“
“



Whether they are involved in the family business or not, younger family 
members need spaces to learn and develop. This is why supporting them 
to grow is a core part of our work at the IFB, and one which we know is 
important to many family businesses. 

Events

This year we held a number of 
next generation events with record 
levels of attendance. These events 
give young leaders the opportunity 

to connect with their peers, learn 
together and socialise in a 

relaxed environment.

 Next Generation

Internships

We also launched the IFB 
Internship Programme, a new 

initiative to help younger family 
members access relevant work 

experiences and current owners to 
get connected with motivated 

individuals.

Next 
Generation 
Committee

This is a group of committed and 
passionate next generation family 

members who work behind the 
scenes to identify relevant topics 

to explore as part of our 
programmes of events.

“ Following on from the success 
of the 2016 IFB National 

Conference theme, “Engaging 
the Next Generation”, it’s been 

really exciting to see the growth 
and development of the IFB 
next generation group. The 

connections and learnings from 
the group provide support to so 
many next generation members 

as they start developing and build 
their careers.

Charlie Field, CPJ Field

“
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 A Global Community

The IFB is the UK chapter of FBN, giving UK families the opportunity to connect 
with peers from 65 countries and take part in exclusive learning journeys and 
international summits.

Founded with the same mission as the IFB, FBN connects you with world-leading 
companies to explore how family businesses across the world operate and 
navigate relevant global trends. 

 Family Business Network (FBN)    

 European Family Businesses (EFB)
We continue to be active members of EFB, the EU federation of national 
associations representing family businesses. EFB advocates for policies that 
recognise the fundamental contribution of family businesses in Europe’s 
economy and create a level playing field for family firms.
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 IFB
 Research

 Foundation
The IFB Research Foundation was established to foster greater knowledge and 
understanding of family firms and their contribution to the economy and society, as 
well as the key challenges and opportunities that they face. The Foundation’s vision 
is to be the UK’s centre of excellence for family business research, and to this end its 
publications are designed to create a better understanding of family business for the 
benefit of all stakeholders.

The Foundation disseminates knowledge and best practice guidance through online 
and printed publications, which are freely available via the IFB website. 

Alongside family business research and white papers, the Foundation produces a broad 
range of publications, including:

The Research Foundation is the UK’s centre of excellence
for family business research.

Sector Report – providing 
new insights into UK 
family businesses, 
including their regional 
and sectoral distribution, 
their contribution to 
the economy and the 
challenges they face.

Challenges – offering 
practical guidance for 
family business owners 
on a broad range of topics, 
including family business 
dynamics, governance, 
performance, succession 
and wealth management.

Case Studies – showcasing 
in-depth real life 
experiences and learnings 
from leading family 
businesses, including key 
successes, challenges 
and how they have 
overcome them.

(Charity no. 1134085)

Head of Research: Dr Martin Kemp
Chairman: Sir Michael Bibby

E: research@ifb.org.uk
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The IFB is governed by a Board of Directors, all of whom are family business owners 
and IFB members. As non-executive directors, board members serve a term of three 
years that is renewable for a further two terms and give their time free of charge. We 
would like to thank the following members for their commitment and dedication:

Elizabeth Bagger (Ex Officio) 
Hugh Clark, C&J Clark
Charlie Field, CPJ Field
Fiona Gatty, Strutt & Parker (Farms)
Dominic Gibbs, The Cayzer Trust Company
Nick Linney, W&J Linney
Andrew Osborne, Geoffrey Osborne
Mark Samworth, Samworth Brothers
Mark Shepherd, Shepherd Group (retired in 2017)
Barnaby Swire, John Swire & Sons
Ross Warburton, Warburtons

 Board of Directors

 Support across the UK
To better support family firms in different areas of the UK, the IFB appoints Chairs 
across the country. The IFB Chairs act as family business ambassadors, furthering the 
organisation’s mission with their extensive knowledge and experience of the sector.

Iain Anderson, GAP Group (Scotland)
William Notcutt, Notcutts  (East)
Nick Linney, W&J Linney (Midlands)
Mike Roberts, Frank Roberts & Sons (North West)
Andy Wates, Wates Group (South East)
Jonathan Wild, Bettys & Taylors (Yorkshire)
Anthony Woodhouse, Hall & Woodhouse (South West)

 Governance
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 Policy Committee
The IFB Policy Committee meets regularly to support and further the IFB 
advocacy activities.

Elizabeth Bagger (Ex Officio) 
Mark Samworth, Samworth Brothers (Chair)
Hugh Clark, C&J Clark (IFB Chairman)
Peter Doyle, Grosvenor
Christopher Hayman, Hayman Group
William Notcutt, Notcutts
Mike Roberts, Frank Roberts & Sons
Ross Warburton, Warburtons
Andy Wates, Wates Group

 Finance Committee
Elizabeth Bagger (Ex Officio) 
Andrew Osborne, Geoffrey Osborne (Chair)
Hugh Clark, C&J Clark (IFB Chairman)
Dominic Gibbs, The Cayzer Trust Company
Ross Warburton, Warburtons (retired in 2017)

 Nominations Committee
Elizabeth Bagger (Ex Officio) 
Fiona Gatty, Strutt & Parker (Farms) (Chair)
Hugh Clark, C&J Clark (IFB Chairman)
Charlie Field, CPJ Field 
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 Partners
We would like to thank the following companies for their support over the past year:

“ More than ever before the UK needs successful family 
businesses to drive the economy and create jobs. 

KPMG are delighted to support the IFB as an advocate 
for family businesses. They provide focussed education 

and create valuable networking opportunities for 
business families. Advocacy by the IFB continues to 

improve awareness of the economic contribution 
made by family owned businesses and presents the 
voice of family business to decision makers at every 

level of government. 
Ken McCracken, KPMG

“

The thing I like about the IFB is being able to recommend to our family business clients a    
not-for-profit organisation that is focussed solely on their welfare. 

I also thought the conference was fantastic. I met some fascinating people there, founders 
in their 70s, next gen just out of school, and everything in between. There was a real spirit of 
co-operation and a sense of the family business as a force for good. I came away feeling very 

inspired and having made some meaningful connections. 

“ “

Ali Hollingshead, Farrer & Co



Ali Hollingshead, Farrer & Co

 IFB Accounts
 2017/2018

We are committed to ensuring the IFB is a financially sustainable organisation, in 
order to continue supporting family firms in the long term.

Following a focus on consolidation we are now, at the end of 2017-2018, in a 
strong position. The majority of our funding is drawn from membership and event 
fees, with additional support from partners.

Due to record attendance at our National Conference and efforts to streamline 
running costs, we made a larger than anticipated surplus. This has been put into 
our reserves. 

We would also like to thank those members who have generously supported us as 
benefactors this year.

 
Income 

Cost of sales 

Gross surplus 

Administrative expenses 

Operating surplus/(deficit)  

Interest receivable and similar income

Surplus/(deficit) before taxation 

Tax on surplus/(deficit) 

Surplus/(deficit) for the financial year 

    2018 2017
£

  743,937   

( 259,222 )

 484,715

 ( 445,182 )  

   39,533

          248

    39,781

               -

    39,781

   618,175

( 254,203 )

 363,972

 ( 385,985 )

    ( 22,013 )

           516

    ( 21,497 ) 

                -

    ( 21,497 )

Income and expenditure account for 
the year ended 30 June 2018

Statement of financial position
as at 30 June 2018

Fixed assets
Tangible assets 
Current assets
Debtors 
Cash at bank and in hand 

Creditors: amounts falling due 
within one year 
Net current assets 
Total assets less current liabilities 
Reserves
Income and expenditure account 

2018 2017
 £ £

     17,553                16,179

   210,093  171,693
   227,646     187,872

   227,646     187,872

     191,896              107,685
     471,760            436,470
   663,656              544,155

£

 ( 453,563 )        ( 372,462 )
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Iam delighted to report that 2018 
has been a year of good progress 
for the IFB across many different 
fronts.

Over the last two years under 
the leadership of Elizabeth 
and her team, and with a new 
strategy in place, I believe the 
IFB community is operating with 
renewed energy, enthusiasm and 
focus. You can observe this in a 
variety of ways. Our membership 
is growing, our events are better 
attended than ever before, our 
advocacy continues to build on its 
reach and impact. There are more 
conversations and more learning 
taking place than ever before. 
This new dynamism is starting to 
be recognised externally; we are 
having more conversations with 
commercial partners who wish to 
work with us.

I am very pleased to say we 
reported a small financial surplus 
for the first time in three years 
in the period ending June 2018. 
This was a result of increased 
revenue, which came principally 
from a combination of higher 
membership subscriptions 

 Chairman’s
and a very successful National 
Conference. It was also a reflection 
of prudent costs control. As a 
result of this surplus we have been 
able to build up our reserves.

This year has also seen change 
at the Board. During the year 
Mark Shepherd and Fiona Gatty 
stepped down after many years of 
service. I would like to thank them 
both for their wise and insightful 
contributions to the Board 
over many years and for their 
unstinting commitment to the IFB 
in general and, on a personal level, 
for their advice and support to me 
as Chair. 

In order to fill these vacancies 
we ran a very open selection 
process, inviting applications from 
members. We had a fantastic 
and high quality response. The 
process was completed post the 
year end and I am delighted to 
report that as a result, subject to 
ratification at the AGM, Geoffrey 
Bibby, Alastair Macphie and 
Thomas Martin will be joining 
the Board in November. In 
anticipation of further retirements 
from the Board, Chloe Benest 
and Chris Bailey will also be 
joining the Board next year. These 
appointments will bring fresh 
perspectives and experience.

I look forward to the coming year. 
No doubt there will be much 
continued political and economic 
uncertainty and challenge. 
However, I believe as an 
organisation we are well equipped 
to deal with these. As a Board 
we will continue to look at ways 
of serving our members better. 
This will include, as ever, ways of 
growing our membership through 
raising the awareness of the 
work of the IFB amongst family 
businesses. We also need to 
ensure that policymakers, across 
the spectrum, are aware of the 
enormous positive contribution 
that family businesses make to 
the UK economy and society.

I would like to thank, on your 
behalf, the IFB team, the Board 
and all those who serve on the 
various committees for their 
dedication and enthusiasm in 
supporting the purpose of the IFB. 
And finally I would like to thank 
you, our members, for creating 
such a unique and thriving 
community of business
owning families.

Yours sincerely,

Hugh Clark
IFB Chairman

 Message
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 Get in touch
Institute for Family Business

22-24 Buckingham Palace Road
London

SW1W 0QP

T: 020 7630 6250     E: info@ifb.org.uk     @IFB_uk

www.ifb.org.uk


